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Section 3: Derivation of Rescuer-Received Dose (RRD) $%&#

Defibrillators deliver their controlled dose of energy to the patient by charging a large, $%%#

high-voltage capacitor to a predetermined voltage across its terminals. When the shock is $%'#

administered, the terminals of the capacitor are connected electrically to the two terminals of the $%(#

patient. The presence of a large voltage (generally a thousand volts or more) causes the $%)#

resistance of the skin to break down and a large current to flow.[28] In fact, the large variability $'*#

in skin contact resistance (from 1 kOhm to more than 1 MOhm) drops to a relatively predictable $'+#

level on the order of 0.5 kOhm to 1 kOhms for voltage >200.[17] The current flows for a short $'!#

time (~10–20 msec), during which the dose of energy is delivered to the patient. The peak $'"#

current flow depends on the dose as well as other factors. The capacitor is not generally fully $'$#

discharged but, rather, discharges until the desired amount of energy has been removed from the $'&#

capacitor, at which point the electrodes are disconnected from the capacitor.  $'%#

An electrical hazard occurs when a rescuer makes contact with two physically distinct $''#

points having different electrical potential in response to a defibrillation pulse. Figure 2 $'(#

demonstrates the voltages measured at various anatomic points during defibrillation. $')#

To calculate the RRD, we first measured the full-dose voltage difference applied to the $(*#

chest at the electrode wires. By comparing the voltage for the rescuer points-of-contact with the $(+#

full-dose voltage, the fractional dose received by the rescuer can be calculated as shown in $(!#

Supplemental Equation 2. $("#
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Supplemental Equation 2. EPatient = defibrillation energy nominally delivered to the patient, $($#

Vdefib(t) = voltage difference between the two defibrillation electrodes as a function of time t, $(&#
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Rpatient = body resistance between the two defibrillator electrodes during the discharge, TDefib = $(%#

duration of the discharge pulse. $('#

Similarly, we can calculate the energy of the rescuer as shown in Supplemental Equation 3: $((#
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Supplemental Equation 3. Energy received by the rescuer = Erescuer and is the RRD, Vrescuer = $()#
voltage difference between the two points of rescuer contact as a function of time t, Rrescuer = $)*#
resistance of the rescuer between the two points of contact, TDefib = time the defibrillation dose is $)+#
delivered. $)!#

In both cases, the time over which the energy is delivered is the same and is equal to Tdefib $)"#

because the current flow through the patient, and any incidental dose through the rescuer, ceases $)$#

after the dose has been delivered. Furthermore, assuming the resistance network of the body is $)&#

memory less and linear, Vrescuer becomes a scaled version of Vpatient throughout the duration of the $)%#

defibrillation event. Thus, we can estimate the RRD as a fraction of the full dose from $)'#

Supplemental Equation 2 and 3, as shown in Supplemental Equation 4: $)(#
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Supplemental Equation 4. Energy received by the rescuer = Erescuer and is the RRD. Vrescuer
 = $))#

peak voltage difference between the two points of rescuer contact; Vdefib= peak voltage &**#
difference between the two defibrillation electrodes; Rrescuer = resistance of the rescuer between &*+#
the two points of contact under skin breakdown; Rpatient = resistance of the patient. The peak &*!#
voltages are the voltages measured at the beginning of the defibrillation dose. &*"#

 &*$#

The estimate of Supplemental Equation 4 makes two additional assumptions: 1) the RRD is &*&#

small compared with the full patient-delivered dose and 2) the source impedance of the two &*%#

points of contact of the rescuer on the patient is small compared with the resistance through the &*'#

rescuer. The first assumption is justified by the experimental data shown and described below &*(#
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(no exposed points of contact had a voltage difference greater than 827 volts; therefore, the &*)#

maximum possible dose is limited to a small fraction of the patient’s dose). The second &+*#

assumption is justified by the total body impedance data published by the IEC.[17] &++#

Supplemental Equation 4 shows that the energy delivered to the rescuer drops with the &+!#

square of the incidental-contact voltage as compared with the peak defibrillation voltage. Also, &+"#

as expected, the RRD drops as the rescuer becomes better insulated from the patient (i.e., Rrescuer &+$#

increases). The resistance of the patient is generally less than the resistance through the rescuer &+&#

due to the large surface area of the defibrillation electrodes and the short, direct distance for the &+%#

current conduction path. However, the resistance through skin drops dramatically when exposed &+'#

to high voltages. Thus, rescuer resistance still can be quite low. In fact, TS 60479-1 IEC:2005 &+(#

states that 5% of the adult population has a series resistance of at least 575 ohms (meaning 5% &+)#

of the population will exhibit a resistance lower than this value), and 50% of the population has &!*#

a series resistance of 775 ohms in response to a high-voltage shock between the left and right &!+#

hands.[17] Since this is the most likely path for dangerous current conduction, we used this &!!#

number in our calculations of RRD.  &!"#

Rpatient is calculated below from data obtained from subjects of this study in conjunction &!$#

with the voltage map data obtained from the cadavers. With Rpatient known, the RRD can be &!&#

estimated. &!%#

The measurement of the pulse directly on the defibrillation wires showed a starting &!'#

voltage of 2112 volts, which decayed to 1230 volts by the end of the 21-msec dose. To &!(#

determine the patient resistance during the defibrillation, we estimated the defibrillation &!)#

capacitance given the starting and ending voltages as well as the dose set on the defibrillator: &"*#

 
&"+# 360J = 0.5!Cdefib ! Vstart

2 "Vfinal
2( )
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Supplemental Equation 5: Cdefib=the capacitance of the defibrillator, Vstart=The starting voltage, &"!#
and Vfinal = the final voltage when the shock is ended. &""#

 &"$#

Thus, Cdefib = 245 !F represents the capacitance (i.e., energy storage element) inside the &"&#

defibrillator. Since the decay from the initial voltage (2112) to the final voltage (1230) occurred &"%#

over 21 msec, the cadaver resistance required to discharge the capacitor this amount over the 21-&"'#

msec period can be determined. Assuming a first-order resistor-capacitor network: &"(#
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Supplemental Equation 6: where " is the linear time constant for an RC network, -Tdefib = the &$*#
duration of the defibrillation current, and ln represents the natural logarithm operator. Vfinal = &$+#
the final voltage, and Vstart = the starting voltage.   &$!#

However, " is equal to the patient resistance times the defibrillator capacitance. Thus the patient &$"#

resistance is found to be: &$$#
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Supplemental Equation 7: Rpatient = resistance of patient, " =  time in seconds, Cdefib = the &$%#
defibrillator capacitance.  &$'#

Given the values above, " = 24 msec and Rpatient is approximately 98 ohms during the &$(#

defibrillation event. This is consistent with other transthoracic resistances during defibrillation &$)#

reported in the literature.[29] &&*#

Application of RRD &&+#

We now apply the above equation (supplemental figure 4) to an example calculation for &&!#

the proportion of energy that a rescuer will experience based on the following parameters: &&"#

Example 1 &&$#
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 Rpatient = 98 ohms &&&#

Rrescuer = 575 ohms &&%#

Epatient = 360 J &&'#

Vdefib = 2112V &&(#

Vrescuer = 717 V &&)#

 &%*#
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Where Epatient= energy delivered to the rescuer, Rpatient = resistance of patient, Rrescuer = resistance &%+#

of rescuer, Epatient = energy delivered to the patient, Vdefib = highest defibrillation voltage seen by &%!#

patient, Vrescuer = highest voltage delivered to rescuer. &%"#

 &%$#

Supplemental Equation 4 was applied to the raw voltage measurement data, yielding the data &%&#

demonstrated in Figure 6: energies in excess of one joule were demonstrated at all measurement &%%#

points on at least some cadavers. &%'#


